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Abstract: This paper presents the pattern of Frequency Selective Surface (FSS). FSS is a periodic structure with
either patches or slot elements placed on a substrate. It operates for the frequency range of 2GHz  to  11GHz,
it reviews the applications of FSS in WLAN and filters the unwanted frequency which is not required for the
operation. The present structure is designed and simulated using 3D Electromagnetic Simulation software and
it is  inspected  that  the  framework  reverberates  at WLAN frequency with a transmission coefficient S21 of
-40 dB. FSS model can also be used to control propagation within building and surrounding environment at
different frequencies like (2.4GHZ & 5.6GHZ). FSS can reduce interference and isolate coverage in wireless
indoor and outdoor environment by increasing transmission loss in particular parts of  frequency  spectrum.
The prevailing stature of this structure is that there will be reduction in intervention from the WLAN frequency
signals and these can be applied in antenna measurements like anechoic chamber and also for radomes.
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INTRODUCTION can be used. The major drawback of these structures is

Frequency Selective Surface (FSS) is said to be a dissipation [9]. Thus there should be a discrepancy in the
periodic structure with slot component placed on a outcome of the results when correlated with the absolute
substrate which is achieved in single or multiple time testing. This design can be affected by using a
frequency and it is mainly used for filtering purpose [1], Frequency selective surface structure. In FSS the angle of
dichroic plates in emulator systems [2], circuit analogue prevalence and where polarization plays a deciding role.
absorbers [3] etc., The stipulation of FSS is to pass or A Frequency Selective Structure (FSS) is a group of
reject electromagnetic waves (EM waves) [4] at a intermittent elements (unit cells). These can be each of
particular band of frequency by manipulating the insertion two slots on the regulating sheet or metallic patches on
and return loss attributes. subtracts. When an EM (electromagnetic) wave is scene

A group of fusible patches on a substrate, or a on the surface, every aspect (unit cell) reverberates and
handling sheet systematically penetrated with apertures, demobilizes the energy about its sonority frequency [10].
consist of frequency selective surface (FSS) to The circumstance EM wave is partly transmits through
electromagnetic [EM] waves. Such design has been well the structure and slightly reflected. These were said to be
established in antenna theory for over decade at a passive array. The metallic plot on the substrate FSS
microwave wavelengths, such designed structures of the properties are revered as capacitive FSS. They can also
frequency were easy to fabricate and employ in antenna operate like low pass filter. 
design [5-8]. FSS can be categorized as four types. Center

Construction of FSS in array of filters for the near- connected array of elements oscillates when the finest tip
infrared wavelength regime are no longer arduous to to tip is generally same as one half of the acumen. The
manufacture Radar antenna dome lid or randomness are aspects must be closely spaced for the outcome of better
used for protecting antennas performing in adjoining output.  The  loop structures resonates when their
frequency bands from intrusive with each other. Their average girth is equal to half wavelength and this can be
results will be compared in terms of insertion phase delay worn for moisturizing and these might be decreased to
IPD of the structure. Both single and multi-layer set ups three  tenth  of  the  wavelength  without   any  substrate.

that they abide persuading the angle of prevalence and
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Therefore by adopting this we can deed precise common aspects are available to the FSS designers of
bandwidth to sensational wide bandwidth. Sturdy interior
types should also be one half the wavelengths and also
add many alternative factors. The merger types have
many considerations and there are a large statistics of
designs placed on this similar type. The sequence number
of types is usually adopted to contour the resonant
curves to the needs of the designer since they allows
them beyond many restraints, still reckoning the curve are
equally tougher. Therefore many tweaks will be required
in the tougher case. 

Description of FSS: In the composition survey two
sweeping calculus are typically discussed. The first
geometry is commonly attributed as an inductive FSS,
behaves identical to the high-pass filter. The alternate
case is identified as capacitive FSS, which is similar to a
low-pass filter. If the periodic array of elements within FSS
detachment resonance characteristics [11, 12] then the
inductive FSS will exhibit the total transmission of
wavelengths near the profound wavelength, although the
capacitive FSS will displays the total reflection.

A periodic surface is basically an assembly of
identified elements arranged in a one or two dimensional
infinite array.

Fig. 1: Types of FSS

When designing either a band-pass or band-stop
frequencies, the choice of the decent element may be of
utmost importance. Some components are genetically
broad banded or narrow-banded than remaining, while
remaining can be varied considerably by design. In this
chapter  we   present   the   classic   conduct  of  the  most

today. All the contours in the structure are shown at 45"
angle of incidence for orthogonal as well as parallel
polarization with a resonant frequency around 10 GHz.
The curves presented in the following are mostly related
to small inter-element spacing’s resulting in the larger
bandwidth and secure profound frequency with aspect to
angle of incidence.

Center Connected or N-Poles: Although not particularly
small in terms of wavelength, the unloaded tripole element
has a very favorable feature: It can be packed tightly,
thereby making the inter element spacing’s small and the
bandwidth large. It does, however, suffer from the same
problem as the gangbuster element in general, namely
excitation of the second harmonic for parallel polarization
this leads to so-called super-dense surfaces. They are
discussed in detail in Schneider’s dissertation. These
surfaces have the advantage of a much lower cross-
polarization than the gangbuster type, but they are
somewhat more complicated to manufacture due to
registration requirements between the various layers.

Loop Types: The development of this element is quite
instructive. In Fig. 1.1 we show a simple h / 2 dipole with
load impedance ZL under receiving condition; that is, its
equivalent circuit is said to be a generator connected to
its radiation impedance of the structure ZA= RA + j X A
in series with the load impedance ZL. Under resonant
conditions j=X A - 0; that is, we obtain the strongest
current for ZL = 0. Making an aspect limited is usually a
good idea because it enables us to pack the elements
abutting stable, appearing normally in better resonance
cohesion with angle of prevalence and possibly with
higher bandwidth.

Solid Interior Types: The third group of elements are
comprised of plates of simple shapes such as squares,
hexagons, circular disks and the like, as shown in Fig.1.1
for the reflecting case.These types can be characterized as
being made with solid interior as opposed to the loop
types discussed above such as the three- and four-legged
loaded elements as well as the hexagon element. These
plate elements were actually among the first to be
investigated, for example, by Kieburtz and Ishimaru [13]
who considered a periodic surface of square apertures.
Later contributions were made by Lee [14] and Chen [15].
Unfortunately, this class of surfaces leads to element
dimensions close to h/2; that is, the inter-element spacing
must be somewhat large leading to angle of incidence
sensitivity and early onset of grating lobes.
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Combination Types: The list of elements above is not lead ship module, the widely applications like Time
complete,   only typical.    Endless    combinations    and Domain solver and the Frequency Domain solver are
variations are possible and can easily be contemplated by used, HFSS offers more solver modules for precise
anyone familiar with the state-of-the-art. When an FSS is applications. Filters based on the drift of limited CAD files
produced by simple photo-etching [16], the shape of the and the eradication of SPICE specification enhances
component is immaterial. However, if the surface is design prospects and also saves time. In addition, HFSS
produced by an electro forming process, then it causes is embedded in various industry standard ventures
the problem if parts of the elements are “isolated,” for through the HFSS design environment.
example, the interior loading of the loop type elements. To
alleviate this problem, several loaded elements have been FSS Parameters
developed without a “floating” interior [17]. Directivity: The directivity or gain of an antenna is

The Unit Cell Approach: In this section, a brief radiated per unit solid angle, to the average of total power
explanation of method of analysis for FSSs is presented. radiated per unit solid angle:
As Mentioned before, FSSs are periodic arrangements of
metallic patches of irrational geometries or their G=((dp/d )max)/(p/4 ) (1)
appreciative geometries having aperture array of elements
that are similar to the plot within a metallic screen [18-23]. B.S Parameter: S parameter is a parameter related to high
The inter-element spacing’s in the x-direction (Dx) are the frequency microwave circuits and denotes the properties
same for all rows and inter-element spacing’s in the z- of the network under high frequencies. It can be denoted
direction (Dz) are same for all columns. The array is planar as the transmission co-efficient, reflection co-efficient and
in both x- and z-directions with all elements identical to help in ports, the no of parameters involved is n^2.
each other. Unit cell simulation, which is available in HFSS
commercial software, is employed for the analysis of Return loss [db] =-20*log (s11) (2)
periodic FSS structures. HFSS is a 3D full wave solver
utilizing finite integration method. This reference element S11 (Return loss): Return loss is defined as the
is name as unit cell therefore; periodic boundary condition destruction of signal power resulted from the rumination
together with phase shifts between the neighboring cells caused at a discontinuity of transmission line or optical
is sometimes called as unit-cell boundary. In the Unit-cell fiber. This discontinuity can be a mismatched with the
simulation, we illuminate the FSS with a plane wave from help of load or a device 
the front and Compute the transmission coefficient
through the FSS (also refiection coefficient off the FSS), RL (dB) =10log10 pi/pr (3)
applying the unit-cell boundary condition to the four
sides of FSS and radiation boundaries to the front and S21 (Forward Transmission Co Efficient): It is the
back of the unit-cell. attenuation based on the wave travelling from port 1 to

HFSS Design: HFSS is a professional appliance for the
3D EM (electromagnetic) reflection of high frequency S21= (b2/a1) where a2=0 (4)
segments. HFSS unrivaled performance makes a primary
choice in the technology leading with R&D division. S12 (Forward Gain): It is the attenuation of wave
Whereas the tool enables the rapid and factual scrutiny travelling from port 2 to port 1
for high frequency (HF) materials such as antennas, It has s12 has given by
filters, couplers, planar, multi-layer elements for design of
structures SI and EMC holdings. Abnormally user S12= (b1/a1) where a1=0 (5)
friendly, HFSS quickly gives you an intuition view of the
EM (electromagnetic) behavior of high frequency design S22 (Output Reflection Co Efficient): Reflection
structures. HFSS build up entire Technology for 3D EM. coefficients illustrate either the amplitude of the signal or
End users of the software are given greater flexibility in the ferocity of a reflected wave which is related to the
accepting a wide application among the range through the incident wave. The reflection coefficient is related closely
mixture of available solving technologies. Adjacent to the to the transmission co efficient.

defined as the ratio of the maximum value of the power

port 2. It has s21 has given by
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VSWR: VSWR refers to the voltage standing wave ratio Teflon gives better results during simulations but the
of a network. It is defined as the ratio of maximum voltage cost involved in the fabrication is more. Hence for
to the minimum voltage occurring in a transmission line. fabrication, FR-4 was used as the substrate which is

comparable to Teflon. The substrate is shown in Fig 4.
S->Standing wave ratio
K->Reflection coefficient

Design Specifications:

Fig. 2: Final FSS Design The  following  figure  shows  the scattering

The minimum operating frequency is chosen as 0 GHz characteristics is shown in Fig 4.2 and the TM mode.
and the upper most frequency is chosen as 11 GHZ. it
blocks a particular frequency of 5.2 GHz -5.6 GHz to the
indoor building environment. The design parameters are
given in the table below. The thickness of the substrate
and the thickness of the patch are specified as per the
industrial  standards.  The final FSS design is shown in
Fig 2 and it is observed that the structure is circular to be
angularly stable. 

Design Analysis:

Fig. 3: Substrate of FSS from the simulated results exhibit the transmission and

Using the basis FSS design, analysis is made by The propagation of the higher order floquet modes
varying  the  parameters  to arrive at better result. depends on the periodic spacing between the elements,
Materials like Teflon, FR-4 have been  included  in  the the range of frequencies defined and the spherical angle
design and results are analyzed to get the optimum of incidence plane wave. The simulation is being done by
substrate material. the frequency domain solver of HFSS.

Fig. 4: S21 – TE Mode

parameter (in decibels) plot of the basis FSS. The TE mode

Fig. 5: S21 – TM Mode

The following figure shows the scattering parameter
(in decibels) plot of the basis FSS. The TE mode
characteristics is shown in Fig 4.2 and the TM mode.

Simulation is done by applying the boundary
condition of the unit cell in x and y direction and thereby
deriving the floquet mode excitations. This makes the
simulation process less time consuming. The S parameters

reflection properties of the frequency selective surface.
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It is observed that the structure resonates at WLAN Depending on the shape of the structure, its
frequency which is centered at 5 GHz with a transmission dimensional values, the complexity of the design, the
coefficient S21 of -37 dB. The surface exhibits good frequency range defined and the accuracy level the
reflection in the intended band. It also shows good computation time of the HFSS tool varies. For the
transmission characteristics outside the band. The structure specified in Fig 5.20 with normal incident plane
transmission coefficient is 0 to -3 dB outside the band wave with spherical angle of incidence as 0 the running
which makes this structure desirable as this will not stop time is approximately 42 minutes in the frequency domain
any adjacent bands from entering the surface. This highly solver for the range of frequency of 0-11 GHz with dual
recommends this structure for certain class of core CPU @ 2.4 GHz.
applications. The comparison of simulated and measured
is provided which indicates the similarity of the curves.
The reflection characteristics are also explained that they
pass all other frequencies within the range 0-10 GHz.

It showed good response in the center frequency of
the range covering the intended band, along with another
frequency band blocked with lower attenuation. It is
further observed that placing metallic patches on either
sides of the substrate improves the frequency response.
Changes were made for trying to eliminate the unwanted
glitches in the frequency response. The width of the inner Fig. 6: Angular Stability of the Proposed FSS
patch arms were reduced when comparing to the outer
patch. By placing a slot on all four sides of the inner CONCLUSION
stepped square the response shown it single frequency
band getting rejected and few other glitches were also A combination type of FSS structure is proposed to
seen in the adjacent bands. It was noted that the glitches block the 5.6 and 2.4 GHz WLAN frequency band from
were attenuated up to -5 dB. This made them undesirable entering into an indoor measuring environment to ensure
as the adjacent bands has to be transmitted through the the absence of interference and to allow all other
surfaces for which no attenuation or attenuation less than frequency bands.
-3dB has to be observed. Thus to eliminate those glitches The major gain of this proposed structure is that it
a small notch pointing towards the center of the structure exhibits good transmission in all other frequency bands in
is added to the slots provided on all four sides. This the range 0-10 GHz. The transmission coefficient ranges
structure showed good desirable response within as well between 0 to –3 dB and thus recommending for this class
as outside the WLAN band. of applications. Depending on the shape of the structure,

its dimensional values, the complexity of the design, the
Result Analysis: As shown in Fig 4 and 5, the TE mode frequency range defined and the accuracy level the
and TM mode characteristics match each other which computation time of the HFSS tool varies. For the
make the FSS to block the intended frequency signals structure specified in Fig 6 with normal incident plane
irrespective of its polarization. Fig 5.22 shows the angular wave with spherical angle of incidence as 0 the running
stability of the proposed FSS and the variations are very time is approximately 42 minutes in the frequency domain
minimal and the structure blocks the intended frequency solver for the range of frequency of 0-10 GHz with dual
for any angle. It is observed that the FSS structure core CPU @ 2.8 GHz.
resonates at WLAN frequency cantered at 5.5 GHz with a Some noise in the transmission is observed for the
transmission coefficient S21 of -40 dB. The surface frequencies 7.6, 8.45 and 9.28 GHz. Their transmission
exhibits good reflection in the intended band. It also coefficient ranges between -1.8 to -2.98 and therefore the
shows good transmission characteristics outside the transmission will not be affected much in those
band. This highly recommends this structure for certain frequencies.
class of applications. The comparison of simulated results Thereby enhancing good transmission at the
for various angle of incidence is provided which indicates adjacent frequency bands. This work can be extended to
the similarity of the curves. The reflection characteristics exploit an ideal band stop curve with the maximum
are also explained that they pass all other frequencies attenuation ranging over the entire intended band. It can
within the range 0-11 GHz. also be extended to block multiple frequency bands with
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good transmission characteristics(ideally 0 dB 11. Kiani Ghaffer I., Kenneth L. Ford, Karu P.Esselle
attenuation) outside the intended band. andrew R. Weily and Chinthana J. Panagamuwa,
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